Security Risk Analysis and Price Predictions with Machine and Deep Learning Models (LSTM)
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Abstract: Risk analysis and price predictions of securities, shares and stocks, have been a challenging problem for investors. Many factors, Economic, Political etc., can disturb stock returns and their prices. However, with the advent of Artificial Intelligence and Machine/Deep Learnings techniques, predictions of returns and prices have become very easy with accuracy and precision. In this research paper focus is given to Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model, closing prices of Tech stocks/shares of companies in technology industry are predicted, RMSE and accuracy (MAPE) is calculated and then compared these values with the predicted and calculated values of Feedforward Neural Network (FNN) model and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model. After using weighted average method, LSTM is proven to be one of the best models to predict securities prices and returns.
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1- Introduction

In the past “Security Risk Analysis” is an important and very challenging concern for investors who are going to invest in the securities which include share, stock and corporate bonds(Kevin, 2022). Stocks markets are very much volatile and price of stocks keep on changing each day. This happens due to several reasons which includes Economic factors, political instability, inflations, company’s financial health etc.

So investors are at risk while investing their money in stocks of different companies. Risk means that desired outcome will not happen. In the past, to overcome this issue, they used their judgmental as well as some Accounting calculations to predict stock prices and returns, in such a way they tend to minimize their risk of loss of money due to sudden drop in stock prices or market crashes.
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However, with the arrival and advancement of latest computer related technologies like Artificial Intelligence and Machine/Deep learning models, these investors can be assisted in stock prices predictions based on past data of stock prices, market conditions security risk assessments etc. This ultimately help them to select a stock or portfolio of stock with less risk of volatility and loss of money Najem et al., 2022 [1].

The historical data of stock prices is a numerical, time series or sequential data, hence a suitable Machine Learning or Deep Learning models to be used. Focus and preference is given to Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model. LSTM method suits and fulfills the requirement of Security Risk Analysis and Price Predictions so also it is a very simple model that support all kind quantitative data.

Earlier the relationship between stock price and returns was considered to be a linear relationship, however it is not always true as this relationship is discovered to be more non-linear. We cannot predict stock prices and returns precisely/accurately using only classical Accounting formulas and ratios. There is also a need of intelligent computerized models based on AI, Machine Learning or Deep learning models for the predictions of outputs of these non-linear relationships, thus facilitating the investors to invest in stocks with confidence of no or little loss (Pan et al., 2023).

For this research paper LSTM model is used to calculate and predict correlations, returns and closing prices of Tech Stocks in Technology Industry whose historical data is readily available on Yahoo Finance, a very good repository of financial data of various companies listed with different stock markets around the world. We have selected companies like Google, Apple, Microsoft and Amazon for this research paper.

2-Literature Review

Computer based predictive models can be divided in 3 broad categories, (1) Models based on Artificial Intelligence (2) Machine Learning Models (3) Deep Learning Models. Numerous amount of knowledge and literature is available for a researcher’s review.

2.1 Models based on Artificial Intelligence

Stock markets are full of information; some assist the investors while other distract their decisions. Various models and algorithms based on Artificial Intelligence like K Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and Association Rule Mining (ARM) can give an
investor a powerful and effective stock recommender system which helps them to select stocks with growing returns (Gonzales & Hargreaves, 2022).

Digital Finance also known as E-Finance is witnessing a surge in its popularity due to arrival of various advance techniques backed by Artificial Intelligence helping stakeholders to take more informed transactions and proactive decision making helping them to get maximum benefits while taking less amount of risk. These techniques also support to predict bankruptcy, credit risk analysis/modelling and credit scoring etc. (Najem et al., 2022).

Employing AI strategies in domain of stock price prediction with a focus on two basic Analytical Methodologies (1) Technical Analysis and (2) Fundamental Analysis. Technical Analysis uses Regression Machine Learning Algorithms to predict stock price trends. Fetching historical data from any reliable source like Yahoo Finance, this technique provides data driven perspective, enhancing past performance patterns to predict future price fluctuations. on the other hand, Fundamental Analysis employs classification Machine Learning Algorithms to encompass sentiments of investors on stock market forecast. News, Social Media resources play vital role in this regard (Mokhtari et al., 2021).

2.2 Machine Learning Models

Since 1960, Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), which is a famous model to calculate expected returns, it is a linear relationship among expected returns, market returns, risk free returns and asset Betas. Although it is useful to calculate expected returns but accompanied by many limitations. One of the identified limitation is relationship among above mentioned variables is non-linear and hence can be best explained by Machine Learning algorithms like neural networks and gradient boosting as these are powerful model for recording non-linear relationship and effectively taking into account expanding realm of unstructured data (Ndikum, 2020).

Machine Learning models are useful to predict default risk of companies being traded on stock exchange for example financial data of 50 Iranian companies from 2016 to 2021 showed that these companies were declared bankrupt as per prevailing laws in Iran. In this regard Random Forest and Gradient Boosted Decision Tree provides a data centric approach. These models rely on algorithms and computational techniques to utilize financial data to predict default risk of different companies, these models are capable to solve complex financial scenarios and help to predict default risk of a company [2]

The use of ML models to forecast and predict stock markets trends has attracted considerable attention in the past few years. In an attempt of drawing an in-depth knowledge an examination
of 138 scholarly articles period ranging from 2000 to 2019 threw light on the market and stock indices under consideration. These researches also explored the range of variables employed as inputs in various Machine Learning models. North American and Asian markets are the most studies market. Several Statistical indicators like return rates, Simple Moving Averages and Relative Strength Index are the most popular indicators used in ML techniques. So also Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines are the preferred algorithms with excellent accuracy rates. However it is worth mention that precision and efficacy of these models can vary highlighting the need of further research to refine predictive ability of these ML techniques (Kumbure et al., 2022).

Stock Market trends, being time series data, require systems that can predict profits. The nature of these markets is non-stationary, dynamic and having chaotic attributes, further enhancing difficulty in predictions. A comprehensive literature review for the period 1991 to 2017 of 57 articles identifies state of the art Machine Learning Techniques to predict stock market trends (Henrique et al., 2019). Apart from traditional notions, utilizing advanced technologies like SVM, represent a potential paradigm shift, opening avenues for more refined approaches to understand and predict stock market behavior (Paiva et al., 2019).

Estimating market Betas for capital assets (shares or stock) through ML algorithms has proven to be the most superior approach living behind established benchmark models both economically and statistically. The ML estimators are not only providing lowest forecasting and hedging errors but also contributing to the development of marketneutral anomaly strategies and minimum variance portfolios (Drobetz et al., 2021). Over the past two decades the benefits of computerized techniques to predict stock market trends have been recognized and acknowledged. The study of these techniques have been divided into four main categories (1) Artificial Neural Networks studies, (2) SVM studies, (3) Studies using Genetic Algorithms, (4) Studies using hybrid approaches, giving a deep understanding of strengths and weaknesses inherent in each of these predictive methods (Strader et al., 2020).

2.3 Deep Learning Models

Famous Deep Learning techniques like Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) are specifically aimed at predicting closing price of stock markets of developing countries like Nepal as such markets are more complex as various factors like Macroeconomics factors etc. can disturb these markets (Pokhrel et al., 2022). Capital markets or stock exchanges can be well predictable with non-linear models. Multi-Layer Neural Networks are well known for their efficacy in estimating complex target functions, having non-linear attributes, multiple variables and extensive parameterization (Fallahgoul et al., 2024).
It is not easy to invest in a single financial asset or portfolio of financial assets due to abnormality of financial markets that do not allow simple models to predict future asset values with required accuracy. To overcome the problem Recurrent Neural Network and especially LSTM model is used to predict future stock market values more accurately then do traditional simple models (Moghar & Hamiche, 2020). Likewise, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) can be used for predictions on the basis of historical time series data, in such model CNN can be used to extract features from the data and LSTM is used to predict stock prices with highest prediction accuracy (Lu et al., 2020).

Some other Deep Learning Methods like Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Attention-Based Neural Network can also be used to predict next day price according to historical data. These methods can maintain their accuracy in any kind of market whether it is most developed, less developed or developing market (Gao et al., 2020). Stock market performance can be measured by the Market Capitalization ratios so also by measuring many other factors. This task can also be done with Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) which is a modern tool. A three-layer Feed Forward Neural Network using back propagation algorithms with 5 nodes in hidden layer and learning rate is set to be 0.01 generates the best model. The estimated errors of ANN are lesser then estimated errors of other old methods (Rubi et al., 2022).

**3- Proposed Methodology**

The steps of methodology will follow following steps;

![Figure 1: Proposed method](image)

- 1-Yahoo Finance
- 2-Data Extraction
- 3-Data Preprocessing
- 4-Data Split
- 5-Model Development
- 6-Predictions
- 7-Discussion

**3.1 Data Extraction and Preprocessing**

The price data of stocks of world-famous companies is readily available on Yahoo Finance website. We have selected Technology Industry, selected companies are Apple, Google, Microsoft
and Amazon. Total 8 attributes (Date, Open Price, High Price, Low Price, Close Price, Adj. Close Price, Volume and Company Name) are selected for these Tech stocks and then data is extracted for each attribute, period selected is 21.02.2023 till 16.02.2024. For this purpose, Python Language is selected as this programming language is easy and provides a large list of libraries for data extraction, data preprocessing, data visualization, model creation and predictions etc. A historical view of closing prices of these stocks is as under:

![Graph of closing prices of selected Tech Stocks](image)

**Figure 2.** Graph of closing prices of selected Tech Stocks (Apple, Google, Microsoft and Amazon)

For same extracted, Moving Averages are calculated based on 10, 20 and 50 days. The graph so visualized showed that Moving Averages calculated on the basis of 50 days started to move away from adjusted close price.
Figure 3. Graph of Moving Averages based 10, 20 and 50 Days.

Daily return of these stocks can also be extracted from Yahoo Finance and can also be visualize as under;
Figure 4. Graph of Daily Return of selected Tech Stocks

For better understanding, Histogram for Daily Return can also be plotted.
These stocks belong to same industry, so there are high chances that prices and returns of these stocks are highly correlated.

For example, graph between the returns of Google and Microsoft is plotted to see whether their returns are correlated or not.
Figure 6. Graph showing positive correlation between returns of Google and Microsoft
Similarly, a correlation plot to get numerical values of stock returns and prices is also visualized.

![Correlation Plot](image)

**Figure 7.** Correlation plot of numerical values of selected stocks

From graph it is clear that if there is positive correlation between prices of two stocks then there is also positive correlation between returns of said stocks. For example, correlation between returns of Microsoft and Amazon is 0.55 likewise correlation between their prices is 0.95. Now such kind of portfolio is riskier as drop in values of one stock can cause drop in other stock. This drop might happen due to various reasons (Economic, Political etc.).

Risk Assessment is also conducted, the graph between expected returns and associated risk of each stock is as under;
Fig. 1. Risk Assessment: Graph between Risk and Expected Returns

From graph it is visible that Apple is less risky and so its returns are also on lower side. However, Amazon is the most riskier but at the same time its returns are higher than all other selected stocks. Clearly endorsing the concept higher the returns, higher the risks.

3.2 Data Split and Model Creation

For this purpose, stock quotes for Apple company for the period 03.01.2012 till 16-02-2024 is extracted, this dataset consists of 3051 rows and 6 columns (Open Price, High Price, Low Price, Close Price, Adj. Close Price, Volume), the extracted data can be visualized as under;
Split the extracted dataset into training and testing data, for this purpose 2899 rows out of 3051 rows (95% data) is selected for training data and remaining 152 rows are set aside for testing purpose. Data is scaled using MinMax scaler technique into 0s and 1s. This scaled data is used to create training dataset.

Now LSTM model (the basic requirement of this research) is developed using libraries like Keras.Models and Keras.Layers available in Python. Two layers of LSTM with 128 memory cell and 64 memory cells are added in the model. These layers are responsible for learning long-term dependencies in the input sequence.

Similarly, two Dense (fully connected) layers with 25 and 1 neurons respectively added. These layers are used for learning non-linear transformations of output from the proceeding layers. Model is now compiled with Adam optimizer, loss is set as Mean Square Error and Epochs are set to 5. After training the model, it is provided with testing data to predict price values.

4-Results and Discussion

4.1 Results

To estimate the errors and accuracy, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error is calculated. These errors are Regression Metrics, most suitable for Time Series or Sequential data type. The quality of RMSE is that it gives the error in units (Hodson, 2022). So, it has increased understandability. For example, RMSE is 5 and dataset in Grams then it estimated or predicted error is 5 Grams.

MAPE stands for Mean Absolute Percentage Error. It is used to measure accuracy of forecasting model, LSTM in this research paper. Both RMSE and MAPE are important for error estimation of a predicting model. Both are equally important and their use depends upon type of dataset. The predicted values pf prices by LSTM model are as under;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Close Prices</th>
<th>Predicted Prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.07.2023</td>
<td>190.54</td>
<td>186.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.07.2023</td>
<td>190.7</td>
<td>186.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.07.2023</td>
<td>193.99</td>
<td>186.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of Close and Predicted Prices
The calculated value of RMSE and MAPE (using Python Programming) for our LSTM model are 3.867 and 98.19% respectively, means that there is a difference of 3.867 Dollars in predicted values and model accuracy is 98.19%.

### 4.2 Discussion

LSTM model has proven to be one the best model to predict time series dataset. To validate this result let us compare performance of LSTM model with two other famous models (1) Feed Forward Neural Network (FNN) and (2) Recurrent Neural Network. The calculated values of RMSE, MAPE and Weighted Average (giving 50% weights to each error) are available in below table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
<th>Weighted Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>98.19</td>
<td>0.0171</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3.** Visualization of Close and Predicted Prices

The calculated value of RMSE and MAPE (using Python Programming) for our LSTM model are 3.867 and 98.19% respectively, means that there is a difference of 3.867 Dollars in predicted values and model accuracy is 98.19%.

### 4.2 Discussion

LSTM model has proven to be one the best model to predict time series dataset. To validate this result let us compare performance of LSTM model with two other famous models (1) Feed Forward Neural Network (FNN) and (2) Recurrent Neural Network. The calculated values of RMSE, MAPE and Weighted Average (giving 50% weights to each error) are available in below table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
<th>Weighted Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>98.19</td>
<td>0.0171</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to above table RMSE of LSTM is far better than both FNN and RNN, the RMSE for LSTM is 3.87 whereas for FNN and RNN it is 183.67 and 183.63 respectively. Hence, keeping in view results of RMSE, LSTM is better model for Time Series Predictions.

If MAPE(accuracy) is taken into account, results of FNN and RNN are same that is 99.50% and hence well performed then LSTM model whose accuracy is 98.19%.

In this situation where one cannot make a decision about which model is best predictor, technique of Weighted Averages, giving equal weights to each metrics, can be used. The model with lessor value of Weighted Average will be declared as the best model. Doing so, it is discovered that combine score or Weighted Average of LSTM is less then both FNN and RNN that is 0.0171.

Hence, LSTM is one of the best option to predict Time Series based stock market data (prices and returns)

5-Conclusion
The nature of stock market data is volatile and dynamic. Investors are always afraid of sudden price fluctuation in negative direction. As such reductions can cause them severe losses. Although there are many traditional, Accounting and Financial Management based techniques available, but they are not free from errors. With the advent of latest computer based techniques like AI Models, Machine Learning and Deep Learning Models, the volatility and fluctuations in stock markets can be predicted more precisely and accurately. Models like LSTM, FNN and RNN can be really helpful in predicting stock prices. However, there is always room for improvement as above results revealed that these models are also not 100% accurate. One can use these models for predictions keeping in mind that the chances of deviation are also present. Endeavors should be made to develop models that can minimize chances of error.
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